SUBMISSION BY DUMISANI PETER: GENERALSECRETARY:SANDU 1(SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL DEFENCE UNION 1)

22 July 2010

RE: IN-PUTS ON PROPOSED DEFENCE ACT AMENDMENTS

Our urgentment will be centre around the proposed establishment of the Military Service Commission that the Honourable Minister Ms L.Sisulu intends to establish as a permanent structure of the National Defence Force.

In doing so Chairperson we are mindful of the fact that Military Service Commission come about due to the incident that, occurred on the 26th August 2009, whereby number of SANDF members majority who belong to Military Union marched to the Union Building to hand-over a MEMO regarding unacceptable conditions of service chief amongst those being salaries. However we are all aware of what had transpired on that faithful day and the subsequent response of the Department of Defence which the Minister went on National Television with the pronouncement that Military Trade Unions will be banned from the DoD. Further to that the National Executive Committee of the African National Congress adopted/passed a resolution to De-Unionise armed force specifically the National Defence Force.

Our view still remain that the proposed establishment of the DSC seek to undermine the role and functioning of the Military Trade Unions adding to other difficulties our organisations meet on regular occasions with include refusal to conduct meeting in Military Units regardless what is stated on the General Regulations Chapter XX. You might recall Chair that, some sections of the Defence Regulations where declared unconstitutional and the then Minister of Defence Mr.M.Lekota failed in affecting such amendments whiles we are still awaiting for such amendment, now we are faced with and amdmentments that, we deem not necessary.
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Such failed by previous Ministers we had then referred the matter to the Military Arbitration Board which also could not make any determination however the Minister went against the Defence Act by attempting to appoint his own Arbitrators which matter again we challenged via the South Gauteng High Court and we were successful in our argument.

What we are illustrating above is a fact that, different Departmental interventions have failed to deal the crucial issues of members which had been brought to the Department via different forum. As such never fully understand the rational of establishing another forum that will seek to address issue that other structures failed to address.

Our concerns are as follows:

a. The other matter Chair relate to the Commissioner who will be serving in the Commission including the respective role they will be perfuming. It is not clear as to what was the criteria and processes the Minister followed in proposing such individual who will be serving as Commissioner however we have no objection on any individual but we feel the entire process of appointment was never clear.

b. Secondly we believe the Commissioners will never be independent on its functioning as they will be compelled to implement the Ministers order so to say.

c. Thirdly some of these Commissioners hold fulltime appointment with various institutions including Parliament and the danger will be lack of commitment on the role of the Commission.

d. Organised Labour was never considered to form part of the Commission as we are the organisation who are on daily bases interact with ordinary members.

e. The Role of the Military Bargaining Council is not clearly defined.

We are hopefully that given an opportunity to address the Portfolio Committee our delegation would be able to substantiate on matters that are concerning our leadership and all our structures.

Comradely yours
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